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Abstract: In the history of Sri Lanka, the Ancient land was called as “CEYLON”. The total land are of Ceylon is 
focused about approximately 25,000 square mile and the total scattered populations is estimated about 2.0 Crores. 
The land of Ceylon is said to have ruled by British, Portuguese, French for about 350 years and ultimately got 
Independence on 4th February 1948. 
 

i) What does mean “CEYLON”?... 
ii) What does mean LANKAN?... 
iii) What does mean SRI LANKAN?... 
iv) What does mean BHANDARA NAYAKE?... 
v) What does mean KATTUNAYAKE?... 
vi) What does mean ABINAYAKE?... 

…Author 
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GOD HAS STONY HEART?... HUMAN HAS FLESHY HEART?... A scientific research article titled as 
“MISSING HEART” is brought out based on Historical facts of “SRI LANKA” based on Authors tour to Sri 
Lanka from 14.5.2015 to 18.5.2015. This article focus that the stony heart of God has become fleshy heart by 
acquiring additional chambers in the expanding universe. 
 
1.0 FOREWORD: 
Sri Lanka is a secular country and most of the Sri Lankan population belong to “BUDDHISM”. It is apparently 
learnt that there is no “CASTISM” in Buddhism faith and having sense of one family. Christians, Muslims, Hindus 
are considered as Minorities in Sri Lanka. The name of international airport of Sri Lanka is called as 
BHANDARANAYAKE located at the place called KATTUNAYAKE. 
In ancient epic RAMAYANA the land of Sri Lanka is much focused and concerned with RAMA, SITA, RAVANA 
and the author had a chance to visit that places where Hanuman landed first and the place where SITA was prisoned 
by Ravana concerned with this scientific research. 
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(i) 
 

 
 

(ii) 
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(iii) 
 

 
 

(iv) 
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It is further focused that the human ancestors 
lived on the land of “CEYLON” shall be considered 
as having only “SINGLE CHAMBER HEART”. 
During the course of expanding universe human 
populations acquired genetic variation and become 
“THREE CHAMBER HEART” due to varied 
climatic conditions for sustainability of Life. 
CEYLONISH differs from LANKANS?... 

It is further focused that “LANKAN” shall be 
considered as ANGEL POPULATIONS lived in 
MARS PLANET say around 5,00,000 years ago. The 
LANKAN shall also be called as BRAHMA 
(ARENKANAYAKA). During Plasma age the angel 
populations considered descended to “EARTH 
PLANET” having single chamber heart with 
distinguished genetic characteristics compared to 
Angel populations of “MARS PLANET”. The 
philosophy of LANKAN, CEYLON shall be 
distinguished as below. 

 

 
 

GOD shall mean having STONY 
HEART. HUMAN shall mean having 
FLESHY HEART. Fleshy heart shall 
mean transformation of Stony heart 
into fleshy heart by acquiring 
additional chambers in the heart 
during expanding universe for 
sustainability of human due to varied 
environmental conditions. 
…M. Arulmani, Tamil based Indian 

 
2.0 Philosophy of “SRI LANKAN”?... 

It is focused that “SRI LANKAN” shall mean 
genetically varied populations who considered have 
“THREE CHAMBER HEART” evolved from 
Ceylonish for sustainability of life say around 
1,00,000 years ago. Further FOUR CHAMBER 

HEART human considered evolved just 10,000 years 
ago. In proto Indo Europe language root SRI 
LANKAN shall be called “THREE LANKAN”. 
“Three Lankan” shall mean person having “Three 
chamber Heart”. 
3.0 Philosophy of RAMANUJAM HEART?... 

It is hypothesized that the entire cosmo universe 
shall be considered created by supernatural person 
called by name by author as “RAMANUJAM”.  
Ramanujam shall be considered as have created 
everything through his “MOTHER JANAKI” 
(Souls) who shall be considered as Integral part of 
Ramanujam who consider have SINGLE 
CHAMBER HEART (Stony Heart). The Philosophy 
of RAMANUJAM, JANAKI shall be described as 
below. The etymology of word CEYLON might be 
derived from the word J-Land (Lanther). J-Land shall 
mean LAND OF JANAKI or Land of VIRGIN 
LIGHT. 

 
(i) 

 
 

(ii) 
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4.0 BRAHMA had single chamber Heart?... 
It is hypothesized that in Hindu mythology, the 

philosophy of Brahma, Ramakrishna, Shiva shall be 
considered as god of distinguished genetic populations 
having varied heart chamber in different phase of time 
in the expanding universe as described below: 
i) RAMANUJAM (GOD) – Single chamber 
heart 
ii) JANAKI (SOUL) – Single chamber heart 
iii) BRAHMA (Ethics) – Single chamber heart 
iv) RAMA (Revolution) – Broken heart 
(Plasma) 
v) KRISHNA (Democracy) – Single chamber 
heart 
vi) SHIVA (Socialism) – Three chamber Heart 

 
The philosophy of varied heart chamber shall be 

narrated as below for universal understanding. 
(i) 
 

 
 

(ii) 
 

 

 
(iii) 
 

 
 
(iv) 
 

 
 

5.0 BUDDHA had three chamber heart?... 
It is hypothesized that “BUDDHA” shall be 

considered as “MODERN SHIVA” (ABINAYAKE) 
having only three chamber and having the principle of 
“SOCIALISM” (Improved Democracy) eradicating 
the philosophy of “CASTISM” in human civilization 
and become “ONE FAMILY”. 
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i) RIGHT CHAMBER - PROSPERITY (Like 
Raksha mask) 

ii) LEFT CHAMBER – WEALTH (like Sanni 
mask) 

iii) MIDDLE CHAMBER – PEACE (Like 
kolam mask) 
 
6.0 JESUS CHRIST had four chamber 
Heart?... 

It is hypothesized that JESUS CHRIST might 
have had four chamber heart in the expanding 
universe having the principle of “MARSISM” 
(Improved socialism) focusing improved life system 
of “ETHICS ORIENTED DEMOCRACY”. It is 
hypothesized that JESUS CHRIST shall be 
considered as the father of four chamber heart 
generation. 
 
7.0 “BRITISH” are Aliens?... 

It is hypothesized that “BRITISH” shall be 
considered as the “SONS OF SOIL” of ancient 
“CEYLON” (Post Indos) rather than Aliens. The 
language “SINGHALISH” (Singha + English) of Sri 
Lanka shall be considered derived from ENGLISH of 
British (Ceylonish). The philosophy of Language 
evolution spoken by varied genetic human races  shall 
be hypothetically narrated as below: 
i) RAMANUJAM – JANGLISH (Universal) 
ii) BRAHMA – ANGLISH (5,00,000 years 
ago) 
iii) RAMA – TANGLISH (3,00,000 years ago) 
iv) KRISHNA – ENGLISH (2,00,000 years 
ago) 
v) SHIVA – SINGHALISH (1,00,000 years 
ago) 
 

BRITISH (Ceylonish) shall mean 
ETHICIST. SRI LANKAN (Singhalish) 
shall mean SOCIALIST. The Philosophy 
of LIBERATION or INDEPENDECE 
shall mean transformation of ethicism to 
socialism in the expanding Universe for 
sustainability of human and betterment 
of life system. 

…M. Arulmani, Tamil based Indian 

 
8.0 Philosophy of SINGHALISH Ethnics?... 

It is focused that during the course of time the 
populations of BUDDHA (Post Indos) shall be 
considered undergone three major ethnic divisions as 
described below: 

i) SINGHALISH ACHARIYA - (CHERA 
ELEPHANT) 

ii) SINGHALISH SANKARA - (PANDIYA 
TIGER) 

iii) SINGHALISH ADI SANKARA - (CHOLA 
LION) 
9.0 Can we see RAMA?... 

 

 
 
Why not?... RAMA (MINAVAR) shall be 

considered as “Super Scientist” capable of 
“FLYING” and effectively controlling the relative 
position of MARS, SUN, EARTH, MOON having 
Head quarters at “KANDY” (KACHCHA 
THEEVU) in the early universe. RAMA shall also be 
called as “MGR”. MGR shall mean “MARS GEO 
RULER”. 
 

MINAVAR (MEENAVAR) doesn’t 
mean FISHERMAN. Minavar shall 
mean expert in Astronomy, 
Astrophysics. MINACHI shall 
mean ruler of Fundamental 
Neutrino particles. 

…Author 

 
10.0 Tamilians (Black Indians) are 
Adventurers?... 

It is focused that Tamilians shall be considered 
as strangers and adventurers. It is evident from recent 
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incident happened at SINGAPORE. In the apartment 
(2nd floor) one CHILD was miraculously saved by 
two Tamilians by name Shanmuganathan and 
Muthukumar. It is apparently known that the mother 
instructed the child not to move anywhere in the 
locked house for the reason of sending the elder child 
to the school for short duration. By the time the child 
disobeyed the order of mother and gone to balcony 
and about to be fallen. So many peoples were crowded 
fearfully and watched the incident. 

But the adventurers Shanmuganathan and 
Muthukumar immediately climbed to the upper floor 
through sanitary pipeline sacrificing their life (NOT 
FOR GETTING ANY AWARD). For appreciating 
this incident the SINGAPORE GOVERNMENT 
have honored these two adventurous Tamilians. The 
two Tamilians belongs to PATTI (Villiage). 
Shanmuganathan belong to Ammanpatti of Sivaganga 
district and Muthukumar belong to Puliya Rajakka 
Patti of Dindigul district. 

Not only this incident but in many places, many 
child disobey the order of mother and fell into bore 
well and unnecessarily creating tension to the mother. 

- Kumudam weekly report 
 

Tamilians like BLACK BRITISH. 
Singhalish like RED BRITISH. 

…Author 

 
11.0 Conclusion 
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